
COURTLY MUSIC 
UNLIMITED’S 

RECORDER SALE 
On the recorders listed on this page 

or,  from our web site select any Mollenhauer or Moeck 
recorder over $200 now through October -receive a 5% 

discount,   free shipping and Elaine’s tuning refinements.  This 
guarantees delivery well before the holidays.  To select your fine 

wooden recorder go to our website www.courtlymusicunlimited.com 
 

STYLE & WOOD List Price  Sale Price 

 

 

Mollenhaeur 5501 Cherrywood Denner Bass Recorder with 
bocal  It has a beautiful cherrywood  grain and cherrywood is 
not an endangered species, Light weight, rich even tone 
throughout the two octaves, speaks easily, excellent tuning, 
Baroque turnings, double hole with four keys, comfortable 
distance between tone-holes, adjustable thumb-rest with ring 
for neck strap, can be played with or without the bocal (the 
two-part metal crook  can be extended & rotated, under the 
removable cap is an ergonomically designed mouthpiece that 
makes direct blowing more comfortable, hard case.  

 

$ 1999.00 
 

 

1899.05 

a 

 
 
 

Moeck  4308  Tulipwood Rottenburgh Alto Recorder 
Tulipwood is a type of rosewood, it is lighter in color with 
an attractive grain.  A robust sound, good tuning, 3 pieces, 
double holes F/F#, G/G#  with baroque turnings, comes in a 
hard case with maintenance kit. 
 
 
 

 
 
 

$ 850.00 

   
 
 

 807.50 

a 

 
COURTLY MUSIC UNLIMITED 89 River * St Third Floor Suie 3 * Warrensburg, NY 12885 

Ph: 1-800-274-2443 fax: 1-518-623-2869 email: courtlym@aol.com  minimum shipping $7.99 

 

http://www.courtlymusicunlimited.com/


 

 

Mollenhauer 4208 Kynseker Plumwood Kynseker Alto 
Recorder in G  2 pieces, single holes The versatile renaissance 
design with an extended range, a pleasing tone because its 
range is not as low as an alto and not as high as soprano. 
Plumwood is very resonant. This is the alto for early Baroque 
solo repertoire. Designed after Hieronymus.F Kynseker 
(Nuremburg,1636-1686)  Comes in a soft black leather case. 

 

$ 690.00 
   

 655.50 

 
 

 

Moeck 4204 Boxwood Rottenburgh Soprano Recorder 
Baroque turnings, 3 pieces, double holes C/C#, D,D#, speaks 
easily top to bottom, good  tuning, Lovely full sound, comes in 
hard case with maintenance kit. 

 

 

$ 325.00 
 

  308.75 

 

 

Moeck 4201 Stained Maple Rottenburgh Soprano Recorder 
Baroque turnings, 3 pieces, doubles holes C/C#, D,D#,  speaks 
easily top to bottom, good  tuning, Lovely sound, comes in 
hard case. Stain is dark brown 

 

 

$ 225.00 

 

 

 

 

  213.75 

 

 

Mollenhauer 4008 Kynseker Plumwood Sopranino 
2 pieces, single holes. The versatile renaissance design with an 
extended range. Full bodied Plumwood tone, tones holes are 
slightly farther apart than on a Baroque sopranino so it is easy 
to play.  Comes in a soft black leather case. 
 

 
$ 484.00 
 
 

 
  459.80 

BOOKS 
G9739 PERFORMING RENAISSANCE MUSIC by Dennis Shrock The Renaissance era is 
one of the most distinctive and revolutionary periods in music and art.  In this remarkable 
book, noted scholar and conductor Dennis Shrock draws from primary sources to 
document and explain authentic performance practices of Renaissance era music – in 
many cases eye opening an d rarely employed today  Insightful chapters cover topics 
including vocal and instrumental sound, tempo, articulation, phrasing, ornamentation and 

expression.  Like a restorer uncovering the original brilliance of he ceiling of the Sistine Chapel, Shrock’s 
work reveals the rich and colorful nature of this wonderful music as originally intended.  Written in an 
accessible style for anyone who is an aficionado of Renaissance music.  A very enjoyable and 
understandable read!   299 pages 

 

   $  39.95 
 

  NEW! 

RENAISSANCE REBORN companion CD to PERFORMING RENAISSANCE MUSIC by 
Shrock  Choral Masterworks- Given New Life,  Incorporates musical examples and 
historical examples from the book.  Via Veritate Dennis Shrock, Director 

 

   $ 16.95 
     NEW! 
 

www.courtlymusicunlimited.com 
 

 


